REEL TOWER
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE
HARDWARE FOR FLOOR ANCHORING TO BE PROVIDED BY THE INSTALLER

END PANEL ASSEMBLY
BOLT END PANEL TO TWO UPRIGHTS AS SHOWN. MAKE CERTAIN SLOTS IN BOTH UPRIGHTS ARE FACING IN THE SAME DIRECTION. (SEE SLOT BELOW)

V-Grip Upright

#190317A Floor Anchor Assembly

#13160 Screw

End Panel Assembly
#126775A - 24" Deep X 84" High
1. CORNER REINFORCEMENT INSTALLATION

NOTE
INSERT CORNER REINFORCEMENT INTO EACH UPRIGHT AT THE SAME LEVEL. PRESS CORNER REINFORCEMENT DOWN UNTIL IT IS LOCKED IN PLACE.

#7680 CORNER REINFORCEMENT
4 PER SHELF

2. HEAVY DUTY SHELF INSTALLATION

NOTE
POSITION SHELF BETWEEN FOUR UPRIGHTS AND OVER CORNER REINFORCEMENTS. PUSH DOWNWARD ON EACH OF FOUR CORNERS OF SHELF TO SEAT PROPERLY.
3. RECEPTACLE PANEL INSTALLATION
(RT36–1 ONLY)

#914313H PHILLIPS THREAD CUTTING SCREW
#10–32 X 1/2"

#13037 DART CLIP TO LOCK BEAMS INTO PLACE

HOSE/RECEPTACLE PLATE

TOWER END UPRIGHT

SHELF

4. SHELF LOCATIONS

CORNER REINFORCEMENT

REEL SHELF

END FRAME ASS'Y

ROLLER SHELF

REEL SHELF
RT36–1 MODEL
STANDARD SHELF ON
RT36–2 & RT36–3 MODELS

NOTE
START BUILDING THE UNIT BY INSTALLING THE BOTTOM SHELF AND THE SHELF AT 81" TO THE END PANEL ASSEMBLIES. INSTALL THE RECEPTACLE PANEL AT 28–1/2" (RT36–1 ONLY). INSTALL THE APPROPRIATE SHELVES AT 30" & 60". INSTALL THE TOP SHELF.
1. BACK PANELS

**NOTE**
INSTALL BACK PANELS WITH THE OFFSET TOWARD OUTSIDE AS SHOWN.

**TOP BACK PANEL—24-3/4"H**

**BOTTOM BACK PANEL—29-1/4"H**

**NOTE**
FASTEN BACK PANELS TO TOP AND BOTTOM SHELVES WITH #13069 SHEET METAL SCREWS. USE #10388 BRACKET TO FASTEN PANELS TO THE UPRIGHTS.

#10388 BRACKET
#13069 SCREW
#13161 SCREW
#10361 SCREW

**VG UPRIGHT**

**#13037 DART CLIP**
INSERT DART CLIP AFTER BRACKET IS PUSHED INTO PLACE.

#13161 SLOTTED TRUSS SCREW
#10-24 X 1/4"
#13033 #10-24 HEX NUT
(1 PER PAIR OF PANELS)

FULL SCALE

#13069 BLUNT TAP SH MET SCREW
1/4"—14 X 3/8"
(3 PER SHELF)

FULL SCALE
2. CENTER BACK PANEL INSTALLATION

MAY BE STAINLESS STEEL AND/OR PEGBOARD VERSION

#13160 SLOTTED TRUSS SCREW
#10-24 X 3/8"
#13033 #10-24 HEX NUT

FULL SCALE

3. SHELF LOCKING CLIP INSTALLATION

FIG. 1
INSERT BOTTOM TAB OF CLIP INTO THE SPACE LEFT BETWEEN SHELF AND UPRIGHT SLOT. INSERT TOP TAB OF CLIP INTO THE NEXT SLOT ABOVE THE SHELF.

FIG. 2
PRESS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CLIP WHERE THE HOLE IS AND BEND THE CLIP AS SHOWN IN FIG. 3.

FIG. 3
FINAL POSITION OF THE CLIP AFTER BENDING.
V-GRIP COVER INSTALLATION—TOP & BOTTOM

V-GRIP COVER
#6803—(TOP OF UNIT)

#13069 BLUNT TAP SH MET SCREW
1/4”-10 X 3/8”
(3 PER COVER)
FULL SCALE

#13069 SCREW

HEIGHT

V-GRIP COVER
#6804—(BOTTOM OF UNIT)
(RT36-1 & RT36-3 ONLY)

WALL ANCHOR BRACKET INSTALLATION

VG UPRIGHT
BACK PANEL

#190301L BRACKET
(LANCES DOWN)

#13037 DART CLIP
INSERT DART CLIP AFTER BRACKET IS PUSHED INTO PLACE.
TOP COVER PANEL
#610003–2 – (19–11/16")

BOTTOM COVER PANEL
#610003–1 – (18–13/16")
(RT36–1 ONLY)

INSERT TABS AT BOTTOM OF PANEL INTO THE SLOTS AT THE FRONT OF THE SHELF. ROTATE PANEL UPWARDS TO THE STOPS ON THE UPPER SHELF. USE KEY TO LOCK IN PLACE.
1. DRAWER BRACKET ASSEMBLY (RT36-3 ONLY)

**NOTE:**
INSERT BRACKET INTO POST AS SHOWN IN THE LEFT PICTURE. PRESS BRACKET DOWN UNTIL IT IS LOCKED IN PLACE. SECURE THE BRACKET WITH #13134 SCREW AS SHOWN IN THE RIGHT PICTURE.

#13037 DART CLIP
INSERT DART CLIP AFTER BRACKET IS PUSHED INTO PLACE.

#13134 PHIL. TRUSS HD SCREW
#10-24 X 1/2"
#13061 KEPS SHAKEPROOF NUT
(1 PER BRACKET)

2. ASSEMBLE OUTER SLIDE TO BRACKETS

**NOTE:**
INSERT #7606 SHIM BETWEEN BRACKET AND SLIDE WHEN NEEDED. TIGHTEN ALL HARDWARE SECURELY.

#13012 FLAT HEAD MACH SCREW
1/4" - 20 x 1/2"

#13060 KEPS SHAKEPROOF NUT
1/4" - 20
(2 EACH PER SLIDE)
3. DRAWER AND SLIDE ASSEMBLY

NOTE:
WHEN DRAWER IS INSERTED INTO THE OUTER SLIDES, ADVANCE THE DRAWER PARALLEL TO THE OUTER SLIDES TO AVOID BINDING.

BALL SEPARATOR
(BE SURE BALL SEPARATOR IS AT THE FRONT END OF THE SLIDE)

OUTER SLIDE

ASSEMBLY FROM STEP 2

MOD. DRAWER ASS’Y
NOTE:
TO MOUNT DOOR, FOLLOW DOOR MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN THE DOOR HARDWARE PACK.

3" DRAWER
#220030A

4-1/2" DRAWER
#220031A

DOOR FRAME ASSEMBLY
#610030A